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Thinking mode is the internal program of people’s brain activity, it is closely 
related to human life. National thinking mode is a deep recessive culture, which has 
been planted into national language as a cultural gene. Language is the carrier of 
culture, the structure of Chinese characters contains the thinking mode of Chinese 
nation. Meanwhile Chinese lexical, grammatical rules, discourse and also pragmatics 
reflected the thinking path of Chinese nation. As a core part of the Chinese national 
thinking mode, the comprehensive thinking mode emphasized to grasp an object’s 
various components’ organizational relationship and structural function. This way of 
thinking has a significant impact on the creation of Chinese characters and the 
derivation of words’ meaning. Therefore, as the important links in TCSL, both 
Chinese character and vocabulary teaching should be under the guidance of the 
comprehensive thinking mode. This essay starts with the comprehensive thinking in 
the Chinese national thinking mode. Firstly, it analyzes and presents the 
comprehensive thinking mode which is generally contained in Chinese characters and 
words, and then makes a theoretical induction about it. Secondly, this essay makes a 
combination of the theory and the teaching practice in order to discuss its guiding 
function in Chinese character and word teaching in TCSL which targets at foreign 
students. This paper is consisted of four parts. 
The first part is to clarify the object of study, the basis and significance of the 
topic, current research results and some comments about it. 
The second part mainly makes a definition and exposition about thinking mode 
and comprehensive thinking from the macroscopic aspect. This part also explores the 
comprehensive thinking within traditional Chinese philosophy like Confucianism and 
Taoism. 
The third part focuses on the relationship between comprehensive thinking and 















Firstly, it separately analyzes the comprehensive thinking in Chinese characters like 
pictographic character, self-explanatory character, associate compounds and 
pictophonetic character and finally discusses how to apply the comprehensive 
thinking mode to guide the teaching of Chinese characters in TCSL. 
The fourth part mainly explores the relationship between comprehensive 
thinking mode and Chinese word; moreover, it talks about Chinese word teaching 
under the guidance of comprehensive thinking mode. Firstly, it respectively analyzes 
how comprehensive thinking mode be reflected and applied in Chinese lexical from 
the composition and expression of Chinese words and phrases. Then, according to 
Chinese text reading rules, which is “define the meaning by the context”, the paper 
explores how to teach Chinese characters’ and words’ contextual meaning by the 
guidance of comprehensive thinking mode in TCSL. 
The innovation of this paper is to combine comprehensive thinking mode with 
modern linguistic theory and jumped out of the Indo-European mode of teaching and 
research which considers the relationship between words and language environment 
as the core, in the hope of explore a new idea of Chinese characters and words 
teaching method and teaching material compilation in TCSL. 
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傅雷在 20 世纪 60 年代给罗新璋的信中说道: “东方人与西方人之思想方式
有基本分歧，东方人重综合，重归纳，重暗示，重含蓄；西方人则重分析，细微
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构成谢字的部件“言”字出现在第 13 课、“身”字出现在第 21 课、“寸”字出现
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